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A B S T R A C T   

This study explores whether financial literacy can enhance the ability to predict credit default by farmers using 
machine-learning models. It introduces a hybrid model combining k-means clustering and Adaboost to predict 
loan default using data on 10,396 farmers who obtained credit from Chinese rural commercial banks, including 
demographics, household finance, credit history, and financial literacy. We systemically compare the results of 
models with and without financial literacy variables, which indicate significant improvement in the predictive 
accuracy about credit risk when financial literacy factors are included. Our findings confirm that financial lit-
eracy is a crucial indicator of farmers’ ability to make informed financial decisions, reducing their likelihood of 
loan default and suggesting its utility as a screening tool or supplementary credit risk assessment variable. This 
research has profound implications for financial inclusion and credit risk management, indicating that financial 
institutions can leverage financial literacy data to evaluate farmers’ creditworthiness and design effective 
financial education programs. This study enriches the literature on credit risk prediction by introducing financial 
literacy as a predictor of credit default.   

1. Introduction 

Credit default, the failure to fulfill the agreed terms for loan repay-
ment, poses significant challenges for borrowers and banks, with nega-
tive consequences. Borrowers may experience the loss of collateral, legal 
repercussions, damage to creditworthiness, and lower future access to 
credit (Domeher & Abdulai, 2012). At the same time, banks encounter 
income and capital losses, higher costs for monitoring and recovery, and 
lower profitability and sustainability because of overdue loans (Ahlin 
et al., 2011). 

Agriculture consists primarily of small-scale and disadvantaged 
farmers, who face significant challenges in accessing formal finance, 
making them susceptible to credit default. These farmers lack access to 
modern farming techniques, essential equipment, and resilient crops, 
hindering the adoption of more advanced practices. Additionally, fac-
tors such as high seed costs, unpredictable weather, insufficient gov-
ernment support, and inadequate rural infrastructure further impede 
their progress (Isakson, 2015; Poon & Weersink, 2011). Farmers’ ca-
pacity to take risk and diversify their sources of income are hampered by 
their limited access to credit markets, due to their low ownership of 

assets and lack of collateral (Awunyo-Vitor, 2018; Raza et al., 2023). 
China has about 500 million farmers, comprising 36.11 percent of its 

population in 2020 (Xu et al., 2023). In China, farmers have severe 
credit default challenges for several reasons. First, farmers often have 
unexpected setbacks, making prompt repayment difficult (Skees et al., 
2007). Moreover, Chinese farmers lack sufficient collateral, as the state 
owns rural land through local collectives, hence, farmers only have the 
right to use it (Zhang et al., 2020). After natural disasters, the incidence 
of credit default by farmers increases significantly, and many of them 
experience a decline in their family’s cash flow (Mi et al., 2022). 

Second, farmers face challenges in securing finance from major state- 
owned commercial banks, relying instead on smaller financial in-
stitutions, such as rural commercial banks, rural cooperative banks, 
rural credit cooperatives, and village and township banks. These smaller 
banks and credit cooperatives have lower credit capacity and higher risk 
than their state-owned counterparts. According to the most recent China 
Financial Statistics Yearbook (2010–2018), the average nonperforming 
loan (NPL) ratio for Chinese financial institutions was 1.8 percent, 
whereas for rural commercial banks and agricultural loans it was 2.3 
percent and 3.3 percent, respectively. This indicates higher credit 
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default risk for small and agriculture-related banks.1 Rural credit in-
stitutions also lack effective methods for assessing potential borrowers’ 
creditworthiness, leading to adverse selection issues and credit default 
(Crawford et al., 2018; Mi et al., 2022). 

Third, rural China lacks tools for risk-sharing. Many Chinese farmers, 
because they are economically disadvantaged, lack an established credit 
history, and the rural credit market faces information asymmetry due to 
the high cost of information screening and identification (Petrick, 2005). 
The absence of a credit system in rural areas means that farmers 
generally do not value their credit, leading to higher credit defaults. Mi 
et al. (2022) analyze data from the China Household Finance Survey 
(CHFS) in 2015 and 2017, which reveals that farmer lenders have a 
higher probability of credit default than their urban counterparts. For 
these reasons, rural financial institutions hesitate to extend credit to 
farmers in gernal to minimize credit default, hindering their access to 
essential inputs and significantly curtailing their investment in agricul-
tural technology. 

Financial literacy comprises the knowledge and skills that are 
essential for informed money management, encompassing responsible 
debt handling (Kumar et al., 2023; Singh, 2014). Prior studies indicate 
that people who possess higher financial literacy are more likely to 
adopt good financial practices, such as maintaining records, making 
deposits at banks, and accessing affordable credit, which reduces their 
incidence of credit default (Kidwell & Turrisi, 2004; Nkundabanyanga 
et al., 2014). Financial literacy is considered a critical factor for farmers 
in overcoming funding barriers, with the potential to significantly 
enhance their access to credit and savings despite having low income 
(Klapper et al., 2013; Raza et al., 2023). Research in China indicates a 
positive correlation between financial literacy and household financial 
status and behavior (Xu et al., 2023). Xu et al. (2022), using data from 
the CHFS in 2015 and 2017, show that financial literacy has a positive 
impact on having a formal bank account, commercial insurance, a 
pension plans, and a credit card as well as participating in the financial 
market. 

Despite its potential benefits of financial literacy in helping agri-
cultural business, financial literacy among Chinese farmers remains low. 
A survey of 2278 farmer households in Jiangsu Province in 2021 reveals 
that only 11.2 percent of them initiated businesses. Moreover, despite 
financial literacy’s effectiveness in alleviating traditional credit con-
straints and promoting entrepreneurship, Liu et al. (2023) stress the 
unequal distribution of credit resources, as China’s credit policy favors 
cities, imposing stricter conditions on rural farmers who are seeking 
financial support. In this context, higher financial literacy enables peo-
ple to better understand the borrowing process, interest rates, inflation, 
and the time value of money. 

Although researchers have explored the connection between finan-
cial literacy and financial behavior by farmers, they have not explained 
how financial literacy contributes to prediction of credit default by 
farmers. In this paper, we fill this research gap in order to enable 
financial institutions and policy makers to evaluate and address risks 
associated with agricultural lending. If financial literacy is a significant 
factor in predicting credit default, banks and lending institutions can 
adjust their criteria and allocate resources efficiently to farmer-targeted 
financial education programs. Governments can also use our findings to 
design initiatives for promoting financial literacy among farmers, 
thereby fostering financial stability in the agricultural sector and 
contributing to overall economic development and well-being. 

In China, where agriculture plays a central role, and many farmers 
lack access to formal financial education, understanding the impact of 
financial literacy on credit default is crucial. The government’s 

ambitious shift from traditional to modern agriculture involves changes 
in farming practices, technology adoption, and market dynamics. Eval-
uating the influence of financial literacy on credit default can assist 
financial institutions in tailoring financial services to meet evolving 
farmer needs. China’s financial inclusion initiatives also aim to integrate 
more individuals into the formal financial system. Recognizing the role 
of financial literacy in the prediction of credit default is essential for 
refining these initiatives to effectively address challenges unique to rural 
and agricultural communities. Moreover, financial institutions 
encounter significant risks in agricultural lending, and the knowledge 
that financial literacy is a valuable predictor of credit default can guide 
Chinese financial institutions in refining risk assessment models. 

This study investigates the predictive role of financial literacy in 
credit default by farmers using innovative machine-learning techniques. 
Although machine-learning applications have expanded beyond the 
traditional accuracy assessments of classifier algorithms (Lessmann 
et al., 2015; Rishehchi et al., 2021), which explore “alternative” factors,2 

machine-learning has not been used to predict the probability of credit 
default. We employ a hybrid model integrating k-means clustering with 
the Adaboost algorithm to assess the impact of financial literacy on 
predicting credit default by farmers. Our performance comparison in-
volves two sets of borrower characteristics: the first is exclusively 
traditional, excluding financial literacy, and the second combines 
traditional characteristics with variables for financial literacy. These 
variables come from a preloan survey by a rural commercial bank in 
China, covering attentiveness to financial information, familiarity with 
financial products, investment experience, risk preferences, and years of 
investment. Our dataset comprises 10,396 farmers who received loans 
from this bank, in order to demonstrate that integrating financial liter-
acy factors enhances credit risk models, particularly in agricultural 
lending. 

This paper contributes to the literature in two ways. First, it shows 
that incorporating financial literacy variables into a credit risk predic-
tion model makes it more accurate than models without them. Financial 
literacy variables capture critical aspects of farmers’ financial behavior 
and preferences that are not encompassed in traditional characteristics. 
For instance, our findings show that farmers who are more interested in 
financial news or more familiar with stocks have a lower likelihood of 
default. Second, we demonstrate that financial literacy alone has a 
remarkable capacity for predicting credit risk, emphasizing its sub-
stantial power and importance. This suggests that financial literacy can 
serve as a powerful screening tool or supplementary variable in credit 
risk assessment, emphasizing its valuable role in enhancing credit risk 
management. 

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 constructs a theoretical 
framework for clarifying the relationship between financial literacy and 
credit default risk. Section 3 outlines our research methodology. Section 
4 presents the research findings. Section 5 concludes the paper, 
emphasizing our key contributions, implications, and limitations. 

2. Theoretical framework 

In this section, we critically review relevant literature to establish a 
conceptual framework that connects financial literacy, its dimensions, 
associated mechanisms, and credit default risk, which helps to clarify 
the intricate relationships among these variables, and this framework is 
the analytical foundation of our paper. 

Financial literacy encompasses farmers’ ability to understand and 
use various financial skills, including managing money, budgeting, and 

1 For example, the People’s Bank of China’s (PBoC) risk rating for the fourth 
quarter of 2022 indicates risk levels of 1–5 for large state-owned banks and 
2–10 for agriculture-related smaller banks; http://camlmac.pbc.gov.cn/jinron 
gwendingju/146766/146772/4979810/index.html. 

2 Such as textual characteristics (Gao et al., 2023; Netzer et al., 2019), psy-
chometrics (Dlugosch et al., 2018; Fine, 2023; Liberati & Camillo, 2018; Owusu 
et al., 2023), social networks (De Cnudde et al., 2015; Ge et al., 2017; Lu et al., 
2023), mobile phone usage (Björkegren & Grissen, 2020; Pedro et al., 2015), 
and web browsing behavior (Lu et al., 2023; Rozo et al., 2023). 
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making informed financial decisions. Financial literacy is essential for 
active participation in financial markets, efficient financial resource 
management, long-term goal setting, and resilience in the face of eco-
nomic uncertainty (OECD/INFE, 2011). Financial literacy not only can 
improve farmers’ wealth but also reduce their risk of default. Therefore, 
the theoretical discourse is a foundational step in understanding the 
significance of farmers and their financial behavior. We discuss financial 
literacy in terms of the following four dimensions. 

2.1. Attention to financial information 

A farmer’s attention to financial information involves staying 
informed about market trends, commodity prices, and economic in-
dicators, which is crucial for making informed decisions about agricul-
tural activities and financial management, ultimately reducing the risk 
of credit default (Chang et al., 2022). Disney and Gathergood (2013) and 
others support the idea that higher financial literacy makes people more 
willing to gather financial information, thereby enhancing their ability 
to find appropriate credit products. In essence, financial literacy enables 
farmers to evaluate their financial needs more accurately, preventing 
excessive debt and reducing the chance of a debt crisis (Gaurav & Singh, 
2012; Kurowski, 2021). 

This dimension of financial literacy plays a pivotal role in predicting 
credit default by reflecting a farmer’s capacity to respond to changing 
economic conditions. Farmers who pay high attention to financial in-
formation are likely to make more strategic financial decisions, thereby 
reducing the likelihood of defaulting on credit obligations. Conversely, 
those who pay less attention may face challenges in adapting to market 
fluctuations, potentially increasing their credit default risk. 

2.2. Understanding financial products 

The second dimension of financial literacy centers on farmers’ un-
derstanding of the diverse financial products and services available to 
them. Thorough comprehension of financial products is paramount for 
making judicious investment choices, managing debt responsibly, and 
optimizing financial resources in agriculture (Hastings & Tejeda-Ashton, 
2008). Prior research indicates that financial literacy can enhance 
farmers’ knowledge of financial products (Xia et al., 2014) and assist 
them in selecting the most suitable options (Sarfo et al., 2023). By 
comparing interest rates and terms across banks, financially literate 
farmers can reinforce their understanding of credit risks and minimize 
the default risk from borrowing (Disney & Gathergood, 2013; Nkunda-
banyanga et al., 2014). 

Farmers who understand financial products can skillfully navigate 
diverse credit options, insurance plans, and investment opportunities. 
This comprehension empowers them to align their financial decisions 
with the specific needs and risks associated with agricultural activities, 
thereby reducing their likelihood of default (Cao-Alvira et al., 2021; 
Mandell, 2006; Sivaramakrishnan et al., 2017). However, farmers who 
lack a comprehensive understanding of financial products may struggle 
to select the most suitable financial instruments, exposing themselves to 
unnecessary risks. The nexus between this dimension of financial liter-
acy and prediction of credit default is the farmer’s capacity to make 
well-informed choices about the financial tools used in their farming 
operations (Lusardi, 2019; Wang et al., 2021; Yuesti et al., 2020). 

2.3. Investment experience and duration 

Financial literacy transcends theoretical knowledge to extend to 
practical application, and a crucial facet of it is farmers’ investment 
experience and the duration of their financial involvement. Krische 
(2019) indicates that people with higher financial literacy have more 
investment experience and longer investment horizons. Farmers with 
substantial investment experience demonstrate a practical understand-
ing on the risks and returns associated with various agricultural 

ventures, contributing to a more accurate prediction of credit default 
(Van Rooij et al., 2011). 

Other studies provide evidence that financial literacy enables 
households to attain better comprehension of financial terms, invest-
ment returns, and the risks associated with financial products (Mandell, 
2006; Sivaramakrishnan et al., 2017). It improves their information 
screening and financial calculations (Albaity & Rahman, 2019; Hastings 
& Tejeda-Ashton, 2008), mitigates risk aversion among investors, in-
creases willingness to participate in financial investment (Dohmen et al., 
2010), encourages the purchase of risky financial assets (Li et al., 2020), 
and diversifies investment portfolios (Abreu & Mendes, 2010; Krische, 
2019). These findings support the notion that enhanced financial liter-
acy increases participation in financial investment and raises the effec-
tiveness of financial investment decisions. However, deficiencies in 
financial literacy can lead to flawed financial decision-making (Calvet 
et al., 2007). In the Chinese context, Li et al. (2020) indicate that 
households with varying levels of financial literacy and characteristics 
can make better financial decisions, leading to better investment out-
comes. As in the results observed in other countries, financially knowl-
edgeable investors in China tend to invest in the stock market (Guo & 
Liang, 2014; Li, 2006). 

The duration of investment activities is equally significant, reflecting 
a farmer’s resilience and adaptability to market dynamics over time. 
Long-term investment experience suggests a capacity to withstand 
economic fluctuations, whereas short-term experience may indicate 
vulnerability to immediate challenges. Farmers with extensive invest-
ment experience and sustained financial activity are more likely to 
exhibit financial stability and have a lower likelihood of credit default. 
However, those with limited exposure may face higher default risk due 
to a lack of practical knowledge in navigating the complexities of agri-
cultural finance. 

2.4. Risk preference 

Risk preference means an individual’s readiness to take on financial 
risks in order to obtain potential rewards (Demirguc-Kunt et al., 2017). 
Recognizing farmers’ risk preferences is vital for predicting credit 
default, offering insight into their tolerance for financial uncertainty 
(Van Rooij et al., 2011). Farmers with a higher preference for risk might 
tend toward innovative agricultural practices or higher-return, high-
er-risk ventures. But those with a more conservative risk preference may 
opt for stable, low-risk investment, reducing the likelihood of default but 
also reducing the potential for greater profit (Krische, 2019; Li et al., 
2020). 

Financial literacy can enhance farmers’ risk management, reducing 
the chance of loan default. Although this may boost profitability, it also 
heightens the risk of default, especially in challenging economic times 
(Abreu & Mendes, 2010; Calvet et al., 2007; Dohmen, 2010). Financially 
literate farmers are more likely to use financial markets and instruments 
to mitigate risk, such as opening and managing bank accounts (Groh-
mann et al., 2018), saving in case of unexpected events (Jappelli & 
Padula, 2013), joining pension plans (Xu et al., 2023), investing in the 
stock market (Van Rooij et al., 2011), and purchasing insurance (Pitthan 
& De Witte, 2021). Consequently, more financially literate farmers can 
adapt more effectively to uncertain shocks, decreasing their risk of loan 
default. 

Furthermore, financial literacy can deepen farmers’ understanding 
of loan credit, enabling them to be more vigilant about credit records, 
ratings, and the repercussions of loan default (Santos & Gallucci, 2020). 
Meoli et al. (2022) reveal that financial literacy shapes farmers’ credit 
attitudes and risk tolerance, reducing moral hazard and adverse selec-
tion. Thus more financially literate farmers may actively adhere to loan 
terms, assess project risks, and maintain good credit, and are less in-
clined to default. 

Combining risk preference with a financial literacy analysis enhances 
the predictive power of credit default models by considering the 
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farmer’s individual attitudes toward financial risk. This dimension adds 
a nuanced layer to an evaluation of financial literacy, providing a more 
comprehensive understanding of factors that influence creditworthiness 
in the agricultural sector. 

Analyzing financial literacy in terms of these four dimensions offers a 
comprehensive framework for predicting farmers’ credit default. To 
explain how these dimensions mitigate credit default risk, we explore 
three mechanisms: identifying the need for financial products, 
improving the ability to manage risks, and understanding loan credit. 
This reveals the complex ties between financial literacy and farmers’ 
decision-making, which affects their creditworthiness (Disney & Gath-
ergood, 2013). 

The focus on financial information and grasp of financial products is 
closely linked to identifying the need for financial products—a pivotal 
strategy for reducing credit default by farmers. Farmers who actively 
monitor market trends and comprehend financial products can effec-
tively pinpoint their specific financial requirements. For instance, 
farmers attuned to financial information can recognize the need to 
diversify financial tools for risk mitigation, and those with a deep un-
derstanding of financial products can select instruments tailored for 
their needs. Staying informed about various financial instruments allows 
farmers to align products with their agricultural operations (Xu et al., 
2022, 2023). 

Investment experience and risk preference significantly contribute to 
improving risk management abilities—a crucial factor in reducing credit 
default in agriculture. Farmers with extensive investment experience 
have likely navigated various risk scenarios, enhancing their practical 
understanding of risk management strategies (Li et al., 2020). Addi-
tionally, farmers’ risk preferences directly influence their approach to 
risk management. Those with a higher preference for risk adopt risk 
mitigation strategies, such as investment in financial derivatives or in-
surance products, whereas those with a more conservative risk prefer-
ence can prioritize low-risk investment, inherently reducing exposure to 
financial setbacks (Guo & Liang, 2014). 

Attention to financial information, understanding of financial prod-
ucts, and risk preference collectively contribute to improving under-
standing of loan credit by farmers. Farmers who actively pay attention to 
financial information are more likely to stay informed about loan credit 
terms, conditions, and nuances, reducing the likelihood of misunder-
standing that leads to default. 

Moreover, a deep understanding of financial products, especially 
loan credit, empowers farmers to select credit options that are aligned 
with their financial needs and risk tolerance. These farmers can evaluate 
interest rates, repayment terms, and associated costs, supporting 
informed decision-making and successful loan management (Xia et al., 
2014). Additionally, farmers with a conservative risk preference may 
choose loans with lower interest rates and stable repayment structures, 
minimizing default risk. However, those with a higher risk preference 
may strategically leverage credit for potentially higher returns while 
implementing robust risk management practices (Gaurav & Singh, 2012; 
Kurowski, 2021; Sarfo et al., 2023). 

Fig. 1 illustrates the structure of our theoretical framework. 

3. Methodology 

3.1. The analytical process 

The analytical process of this paper is illustrated in Fig. 2. It begins 
with gathering information that can influence farmers’ credit risk, 
encompassing data collection and preprocessing. This dataset in-
corporates both indicators of conventional credit risk prediction and 
financial literacy metrics with data from a rural commercial bank in 
China. Subsequently, we engaged in data preprocessing, consistent with 
best practices, to refine the dataset for the creation of more robust and 
precise models, as advocated by Maharana et al. (2022). 

Next, because hybrid machine-learning models can mitigate poten-
tial weaknesses found in individual models (Machado & Karray, 2022), 
we employ these hybrid techniques to formulate prediction models for 
farmers’ credit default. Specifically, we begin the process by imple-
menting the k-means clustering algorithm to group the data effectively. 
Following this clustering step, we embarked on the application of 
various supervised learning techniques. These encompass logistic 
regression (LR), decision tree (DT), support vector machine (SVM), 
random forest (RF), bagging, gradient boosting tree (GBT), and Ada-
boost, each applied to the clusters obtained from the previous step to 
predict credit default. Through a systematic evaluation process, we 
identify the best-performing model by comparing the performance of 
these diverse algorithms. This rigorous comparison allows us to select 
the model that demonstrates the highest predictive accuracy and rele-
vance for the prediction of credit default by farmers. 

In the third step, using the best-performing model, we examine the 
value added with financial literacy variables. This analysis involves a 
direct comparison of model performance between those with and 
without financial literacy variables. To rigorously evaluate the signifi-
cance of this difference, we conducted a DeLong test. This statistical test 
is a critical tool for determining whether a statistically significant dif-
ference in the prediction of farmers’ credit defaults exists between the 
two sets of models—those with financial literacy variables and those 
without them. This process allows us to ascertain whether including 
financial literacy variables contributes meaningfully to the accuracy and 

Fig. 1. The theoretical framework.  Fig. 2. The analytical process.  
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effectiveness of predictions of credit default by farmers. 

3.2. Machine-learning methods 

3.2.1. K-means 
K-means is a straightforward and highly effective unsupervised 

learning technique employed in the realm of clustering (Yu et al., 2018). 
Its core concept relates to the identification of k centroids, which are 
representative markers. These centroids are strategically positioned to 
minimize the collective sum of the squared distance that separates every 
data point from its closest centroid (Singh et al., 2011). The process of 
refining these centroids unfolds iteratively by assigning each data point 
to its nearest centroid and then reconfiguring the centroids as the mean 
of the data points assigned to them. 

The primary parameter governing the k-means algorithm is the 
number of clusters, denoted as k. In this study, we set k as equal to 7.3 We 
then use traditional credit risk variables to divide borrowers into seven 
distinct clusters. 

3.2.2. LR 
Logistic regression (LR) is a prominent ML technique extensively 

used for binary classification tasks (Schein & Ungar, 2007), such as 
credit risk prediction. It hinges on the logistic function, which trans-
forms the predicted output into a probability value, from 0 to 1. The 
logistic function can be mathematically represented as: 

y=
e(b0+b1x)

(1 + e(b0+b1x))

where y is the predicted output, b0 is the intercept term, b1 is the co-
efficient for the input variable x, and e is the base of the natural loga-
rithm. These coefficients are determined through maximum likelihood 
(ML) estimation, which is employed during the training phase to opti-
mize the model parameters. The primary objective of ML estimation is to 
maximize the likelihood of observing the data given these model pa-
rameters, effectively fine-tuning the model to fit the data as closely as 
possible. 

The LR model by Lee and Jun (2018) has the virtues of simplicity, 
interpretability, and computational efficiency. It lends itself effectively 
to the analysis of a borrower’s likelihood of default, enabling the clas-
sification of the borrower based on whether the estimated probability 
exceeds a predefined threshold. 

3.2.3. DT 
Decision trees (DT) offer another machine-learning technique for 

tackling binary classification problems (Charbuty & Abdulazeez, 2021). 
They are rooted in a tree-like structure, in which each branch symbolizes 
an outcome or class label. This tree is constructed through recursive data 
partitioning, guided by the input variables’ values that best distinguish 
the classes. The partitioning process ends when a node becomes pure 
(containing only one class) or after it reaches a predefined stopping 
criterion, such as maximum tree depth or minimum node sample size. 
Decision trees are known for their intuitive, transparent nature and ease 
of comprehension. They exhibit versatility in handling numerical and 
categorical variables as well as the capacity to capture nonlinear re-
lationships and interactions (Gulati et al., 2016). 

3.2.4. SVM 
The support vector machine (SVM; George & Vidyapeetham, 2012) is 

another supervised learning approach used for binary classification 
tasks. It works by identifying a hyperplane that effectively divides the 

data into two classes while maximizing the margin between them. SVM 
has versatility, as it can address both linear and nonlinear problems by 
using diverse kernel functions, which facilitate the transformation of the 
input space into a higher-dimensional feature space (Pietrzak, 2022; 
Zhou et al., 2010). 

3.2.5. RF 
The random forest (RF) is an additive model that generates pre-

dictions by amalgamating the outcomes of DT models (Luo, 2020). Its 
foundation rests on amalgamating several DTs, each trained on a 
random subset of the data and input variables. The ultimate prediction is 
derived by averaging or voting on the forecasts of these individual trees. 
RF can handle numerical and categorical variables, effectively capturing 
nonlinear relationships and interactions (Boulesteix et al., 2012). 

3.2.6. Bagging 
Bagging, an abbreviation for “bootstrap aggregating,” is a machine- 

learning technique suitable for binary classification tasks, as described 
by Hsiao et al. (2020). It revolves around the construction of multiple 
models, each trained on a bootstrap sample of the data, and then 
amalgamating their predictions through averaging or voting. A boot-
strap sample is randomly drawn from the data with replacement, 
implying that some data points may appear multiple times or not within 
the sample. 

The utility of bagging is its ability to diminish variance and enhance 
the accuracy of a single model, mainly when that model has instability 
or a tendency to overfit, as discussed by Kim and Kang (2010). More-
over, bagging has the versatility to handle both numerical and cate-
gorical variables while also being proficient at capturing nonlinear 
relationships and interactions (Drechsler & Reiter, 2011). 

3.2.7. Gradient boosting tree 
Gradient boosting trees (GBT), introduced by Krauss et al. (2017), 

are another valuable machine-learning approach that applies to binary 
classification problems. GBT is grounded in constructing an ensemble of 
weak learners, typically, decision trees, and then enhancing their per-
formance through an iterative process of introducing new trees that 
correct the errors of their predecessors. These new trees are tailored to 
fit the negative gradient of the loss function, which quantifies the 
disparity between the actual and predicted outcomes. GBT can handle 
both numerical and categorical variables while demonstrating profi-
ciency in capturing nonlinear relationships and interactions (Ding et al., 
2018). 

3.2.8. Adaboost 
Adaboost, short for “adaptive boosting,” is a supervised learning 

technique suitable for binary classification problems (Walker & Jiang, 
2019). It revolves around the concept of creating an ensemble of weak 
learners, typically decision stumps (one-level decision trees) and sub-
sequently enhancing their performance through an iterative process that 
introduces new learners, with a focus on correcting the mis-
classifications by their predecessors. 

These new learners are assigned weights reflecting their accuracy, 
and the final prediction is derived through a weighted majority vote of 
the ensemble. Adaboost is valuable for improving the accuracy and 
reducing the variance of a single weak learner, particularly when that 
learner is elementary or prone to underfitting (Tao et al., 2019). 
Furthermore, Adaboost can handle both numerical and categorical 
variables while being proficient at capturing nonlinear relationships and 
interactions (Oyedele et al., 2021). 

3.3. Performance metrics 

To assess the effectiveness of the credit risk prediction models, we 
use a range of performance metrics: accuracy, area under the curve 
(AUC), precision, recall, and f1 score, which are all positive indicators. 

3 The bank that supplied the sample has not yet introduced a classification 
system for its loan customers. However, it is developing a plan to divide its loan 
customers into seven different tiers (e.g., AAA, AA, A, BBB, BB, B, and C). 
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In this context, higher values indicate superior model performance. 
Furthermore, this evaluation includes mean squared error (MSE) and 
mean squared logarithmic error (MSLE) as performance metrics, but 
they are reverse indicators, in which lower values indicate better model 
performance. By calculating and comparing the values of these perfor-
mance metrics for each model, we can determine the most effective 
credit default prediction model among the alternatives, providing a 
comprehensive assessment of their predictive capabilities. 

4. Data 

4.1. Dataset 

The dataset used in this paper comprises loans to 10,396 farmers 
over the period 2017 to 2020. This dataset pertains to rural household 
microfinance and comes from a rural commercial bank in China. The 
original dataset encompasses a spectrum of traditional credit risk pre-
diction variables, encompassing factors such as farmers’ characteristics 
(age, gender, marital status, and education level), household financial 
details (family size by membership, annual income, and debt-to-income 
ratio), loan amounts, and credit histories. These variables form the 
foundation of the dataset, which serves as the basis for the analysis 
conducted in this study. 

In the loan application process, borrowers are required to complete a 
preloan questionnaire, which includes questions about their financial 
literacy divided into five dimensions: 

Attention to financial information (Fin_Information): Borrowers are 
asked to describe their level of attention to financial information, with 
the following choices of response: (1) Not paying attention at all, (2) 
Rarely paying attention, (3) Paying occasional attention, (4) Paying 
average attention, and (5) Paying great attention; understanding of 
financial products (Fin_Products): Borrowers are prompted to assess their 
understanding of financial products, including stocks, funds, foreign 
exchange, and financial derivatives with the following choices of 
response: (1) No understanding of financial products, (2) Essentially no 
understanding of financial products, (3) Basic understanding of various 
financial products and their risks, (4) Substantial understanding of 
various financial products and their risks, and (5) Profound under-
standing of various financial products and their risks; investment 
experience (Fin_Experence): Borrowers are asked about their investment 
experience, with the following choices of response: (1) No investment 
experience, (2) Limited investment experience aside from savings, (3) 
Participation in financial products such as bank finance and insurance, 
(4) engagement in trading stocks, funds, and similar products, and (5) 
Engagement in trading warrants, futures, options, and other advanced 
financial instruments; risk preference (Fin_Risk): Borrowers are pre-
sented with a hypothetical investment scenario involving a principal of 
RMB 1 million and are asked to select their preferred investment op-
portunity among options with varying risk-reward profiles; investment 
duration (Fin_Years): Borrowers are asked to indicate how long they have 
been engaged in investment related to stocks, funds, foreign exchange, 
financial derivatives, and other risk-bearing financial products, with the 
following choices of response: (1) No experience, (2) Less than two 
years, (3) 2–5 years, (4) 5–10 years, and (5) More than 10 years. 

Their responses to the questionnaire regarding financial literacy 
serve as essential variables in our analysis, enabling us to assess the 
impact of financial literacy on credit default prediction. 

We thus construct three different credit default prediction models, 
each with different combinations of variables4 to evaluate the impact of 

financial literacy variables on predictive performance. Table 1 summa-
rizes the distinctions between these models.  

• Normal model: This model incorporates only traditional predictive 
variables and does not include any financial literacy variables. It 
serves as the baseline model for selecting machine learning 
algorithms. 

• Normal-fin model: In this model, we include both traditional predic-
tive variables and financial literacy variables. The primary distinc-
tion of this model is the addition of financial literacy variables, 
allowing us to assess their contribution to predictive performance.  

• Fin model: This model comprises only financial literacy variables, 
enabling us to evaluate the performance of financial literacy in-
dicators independently. 

In short, the Normal model is used as the basis for machine-learning 
model selection. To assess the influence of financial literacy variables, 
we compare the performance of the Normal model with that of the 
Normal-fin model, with the sole difference that the latter includes 
financial literacy variables. Furthermore, we analyze the performance of 
the Fin model, which only uses financial literacy variables. These com-
parisons enable us to clarify the impact and effectiveness of financial 
literacy indicators in credit default prediction. 

4.2. Data preprocessing 

In the data preprocessing stage, we take several essential steps to 
ensure data quality and suitability for analysis: normalizing the target 
variable, managing categorical features, addressing missing values, and 
dividing the data into two sets. A detailed breakdown of these steps is as 
follows. 

4.2.1. Normalization of quantitative indicators 
Based on the approach by Rozo et al. (2023), each quantitative in-

dicator is normalized to constrain its value from 0 to 1. This normali-
zation ensures that all the variables are on a consistent scale, facilitating 
practical model training and comparison. 

4.2.2. Categorical features 
Categorical features are managed through one-hot encoding, which 

translates categorical variables into a numerical format using dummy 
variables or numerical representations. This encoding strategy is crucial 
for incorporating categorical data into the final dataset, ensuring that it 
can be effectively used in the analysis. 

4.2.3. Missing values 
Variables with missing data accounting for less than 5 percent were 

imputed with their mean value, preserving their presence in the final 
dataset. Variables with missing values exceeding this threshold were 
omitted from the dataset. 

4.2.4. Data splitting 
The data are divided into training and testing sets, at a ratio of 7:3. 

This process ensures that the distribution of farmers’ default rates in 
both sets remained similar to those in the original dataset. The training 
set is employed for model training and parameter selection, whereas the 
testing set is reserved for evaluating model performance. 

Table 1 
Analytical models.  

Model Traditional variables Financial literacy variables 

Normal model Yes No 
Normal-Fin model Yes Yes 
Fin model No Yes  

4 Traditional predictive variables: age, gender, marital status, education 
level, family size, total asset, annual income, debt-to-income ratio, loan 
amounts, and credit histories.Financial literacy variables: Attention to financial 
information, understanding of financial products, investment experience, risk 
preference, and investment duration. 
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5. Results 

5.1. Predictive performance and model selection 

Table 2 summarizes the predictive results of the seven classifiers, 
giving a comprehensive overview of the performance metrics for each 
hybrid model. The key findings and model selection criteria are as 
follows. 

• Ensemble Models Outperform Single Learning Classifiers: Table 2 dem-
onstrates that the hybrid models, which combine k-means clustering 
with ensemble classifiers (i.e., RF, bagging, GBT, and Adaboost), 
have better predictive performance than single learning classifiers (e. 
g., LR, DA, and DT). This observation is consistent with previous 
research findings that highlight the advantages of ensemble models 
in credit default analysis (Chopra & Bhilare, 2018; de Castro Vieira 
et al., 2019).  

• k-Means + Adaboost Model is the Top Performer: Among the hybrid 
models, the k-means + Adaboost model is the most effective, with 
the highest values for key performance metrics. It achieves the 
highest accuracy (0.840), AUC (0.656), precision (0.775), and recall 
(0.840) and the lowest MSE (0.159), MAE (0.159), and MSLE 
(0.076). 

Because of these findings and a thorough comparison of the perfor-
mance metrics, showing exceptional predictive capabilities, we use the 
k-means + Adaboost model for subsequent analysis. 

5.2. Validation of financial literacy: Normal model vs. Normal-Fin model 

In this section, we use the k-means + Adaboost model to assess the 
impact of financial literacy variables by comparing the performance of 
the Normal model and the Normal-fin model in predicting credit default 
by farmers. Table 3 presents the results of this comparative analysis. The 

results demonstrate that, for the training and testing sets, the Normal-fin 
model outperforms the Normal model across various validation metrics. 
For example, for the training set, the Normal-fin model achieves accu-
racy of 85.29 percent, exceeding the rate of the Normal model, 82.54 
percent. Similarly, for the testing set, the Normal-fin model attains ac-
curacy of 86.39 percent, exceeding the rate of the Normal model, 84.01 
percent. These findings highlight that the inclusion of financial literacy 
variables significantly enhances the predictive performance of credit 
default models in both the training and testing sets when the Normal-fin 
model is applied. 

Next, we compare these same two credit default prediction models, 
measuring their predictive performance evaluation based on the area 
under the curve (AUC), with a DeLong test to ascertain the statistical 
significance of the difference between the results from these models. 
Table 4 lists the AUC values for both models for the training and testing 
sets, along with the corresponding p-values from the DeLong test. The 
results in Table 4 demonstrate that the inclusion of financial literacy 
variables leads to significant improvement (p < 0.001) in AUC for both 
the training and testing sets, confirming that financial literacy adds in-
cremental value to credit default prediction. 

Fig. 3 illustrates the receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curves 
for the Normal model and the Normal-fin model for both the training 
and testing sets. These curves reiterate the superiority of the Normal-fin 
model, reinforcing that incorporating financial literacy variables en-
hances credit default prediction performance. 

5.3. Validation of financial literacy: the Fin model 

Previous research has consistently highlighted the correlation be-
tween lower financial literacy and suboptimal investment decision- 
making, often resulting in less stable investment returns (Jappelli & 
Padula, 2013; Skimmyhorn, 2016). These less-effective financial de-
cisions, in turn, are associated with a high risk of credit default (Baidoo 
et al., 2020; Chen et al., 2018). Table 5 gives a detailed comparison of 
financial literacy levels among various groups, revealing statistically 
significant distinctions between defaulters and nondefaulters across 
various financial literacy metrics. These findings further emphasize the 
importance of financial literacy in shaping financial behaviors and 
outcomes, particularly in the context of credit default risk. 

Next, we explore the predictive potential of a model with only 
financial literacy variables, but no traditional credit-related variables. 
This approach is particularly important because, in many countries, a 
substantial share of the population is age 18 and above, especially young 
agricultural entrepreneurs, who lack extensive credit records or have 

Table 2 
Performance comparison of different models.  

Models Accuracy AUC Precision recall f1-score MSE MSLE 

k-Means + logistics 0.603 0.630 0.772 0.603 0.655 0.396 0.190 
k-Means + DT 0.618 0.587 0.766 0.618 0.667 0.381 0.183 
k-Means + SVM 0.610 0.632 0.775 0.610 0.661 0.389 0.187 
k-Means + RF 0.821 0.579 0.753 0.821 0.774 0.178 0.085 
k-Means + Bagging 0.810 0.562 0.749 0.810 0.771 0.189 0.090 
k-Means + GBT 0.787 0.594 0.757 0.787 0.770 0.212 0.101 
k-Means þ Adaboost 0.840 0.656 0.775 0.840 0.769 0.159 0.076  

Table 3 
Comparison of Normal model and Normal-fin model.  

Models Accuracy AUC Precision recall f1-score MSE MSLE 

Training set 
Normal model 

0.82542 0.68187 0.78975 0.82542 0.74922 0.17457 0.08387 

Normal-Fin model 0.85513 0.80836 0.83940 0.85514 0.82862 0.14486 0.06959 
Testing set 

Normal model 
0.84018 0.65659 0.77531 0.84018 0.76933 0.15982 0.07679 

Normal-Fin model 0.86617 0.7928 0.84854 0.86617 0.84368 0.13382 0.06429  

Table 4 
The AUC of Normal model and Normal-Fin model for predicting loan default.  

Models Testing set Training set 

AUC Delong 
test 

p AUC Delong 
test 

p 

Normal model 0.657 7.491 <0.001 0.682 10.114 <0.001 
Normal-Fin 

model 
0.793 0.808  
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limited income and assets—which often impedes their ability to access 
credit. By evaluating the performance of a model that includes only 
financial literacy variables, we address the need to assess the credit of 
individuals with limited credit histories or modest financial resources. In 
this way, this investigation can help develop more inclusive and equi-
table credit evaluation systems that cater to a broader range of 
borrowers. 

The models are trained exclusively using financial literacy variables, 
and a fivefold cross-validation approach is used to ensure the reliability 
and robustness of the results. Table 6 gives the performance metrics for 
the Fin model, showing that it has accuracy of 0.83039, an AUC of 
0.68078, precision of 0.78236, recall of 0.83039, and f1 of 0.79115. 
These results indicate that the Fin model’s predictive accuracy is com-
parable to that of models with both traditional credit predictors and 
financial literacy variables. Hence, this model has the potential to serve 
as a valuable tool for commercial banks in predicting loan defaults, 
mainly by borrowers who have limited credit histories or resources. 

These results have significant implications for financial inclusion. 
First, the ability of this model to assess farmers’ credit default risk based 
on their financial literacy, regardless of their family or income condi-
tions and whether they have a prior credit record, would help them to 
obtain loans for business startup and growth. Second, commercial banks 
could potentially leverage this model to expand their customer base. 
Moreover, by relying solely on financial literacy and limited individual 
or household variables, banks can offer microcredit services to a broader 
range of customers to achieve greater financial inclusion. 

6. Conclusion 

This paper investigates the potential enhancement of credit default 

prediction models with a dataset on 10,396 Chinese farmers who 
received loans from a rural commercial bank. The study takes an inno-
vative approach by introducing a hybrid machine-learning model that 
merges k-means clustering with an Adaboost classifier. Its primary focus 
is assessment of the predictive capabilities of financial literacy variables 
in contrast to conventional credit-related predictors. Through this 
thorough analysis, we show the accuracy and efficacy of incorporating 
financial literacy information to improve credit default prediction 
models. 

Our findings robustly support the assertion that financial literacy is 
pivotal for forecasting loan defaults. This is highlighted by the sub-
stantial improvement in model performance after the inclusion of 
financial literacy variables. In the context of our research, farmers with 
higher financial literacy tend to exhibit prudent financial behavior, such 
as proactive financial planning, prudent budgeting practices, diversified 
income sources, debt avoidance, and proficiency in navigating financial 
challenges. Consequently, their behavior can significantly mitigate the 
likelihood of loan default, ultimately strengthening their creditworthi-
ness. In essence, our results confirm the indispensable role of financial 
literacy as a powerful tool in mitigating the risk of loan default. Addi-
tional analysis also demonstrates that financial literacy variables, when 
employed in isolation, have a level of predictive precision. These 
financial variables offer an alternative path for assessing credit risk, 
supplementing models that depend on individual, household, and 
transactional factors. So, they have the potential to help banks and 
financial institutions in reducing obstacles to credit access for people 
who lack an extensive credit history or substantial assets, thus expand-
ing financial inclusion. 

Our results have profound implications. First, by including these 
financial literacy factors in their assessment of credit risk, banks and 
financial institutions can make more informed decisions regarding 
credit limits, interest rates, and repayment terms, as well as evaluate the 
creditworthiness of current and potential clients. This can be achieved 
by placing greater importance on financial literacy information and 
reducing reliance on other demographic characteristics such as income, 
assets, and past credit history. This approach effectively addresses the 
challenges of information asymmetry and collateral limitations that 
often hinder borrowers from accessing formal credit markets. Second, by 
using financial literacy data, banks and financial institutions can expand 
microcredit services to a broader range of clients, especially young 
agricultural entrepreneurs who lack business income and credit records. 
This initiative promotes financial inclusion and economic empower-
ment. Third, banks and financial institutions can develop more tailored 

Fig. 3. ROC curves for the Normal model and Normal-Fin model.  

Table 5 
Independent samples’ t test of variables for financial literacy.  

Variables  value t-value p-value 

Fin_Information Default 2.676 5.158 <0.001  
No default 2.804   

Fin_Products Default 2.491 8.213 <0.001  
No default 2.730   

Fin_Experence Default 2.385 5.098 <0.001  
No default 2.246   

Fin_Risk Default 1.933 0.049 0.960  
No default 1.932   

Fin_Years Default 3.315 12.807 <0.001  
No default 2.943    

Table 6 
The predictive performance of the Fin model.   

N Accuracy AUC Precision Recall f1 score MSE MSLE 

Training set 7277 0.82272 0.70523 0.77607 0.82273 0.77870 0.17727 0.08517 
Testing set 3119 0.83039 0.68078 0.78236 0.83039 0.79115 0.16960 0.081487  
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and effective financial education programs aimed at enhancing the 
financial capabilities and behaviors of potential borrowers. Fourth, 
educational authorities should incorporate financial literacy education 
into the national curriculum. Finally, governments should invest in 
financial infrastructure and regulations to promote financial literacy 
education and oversee banks and financial institutions as they integrate 
financial literacy assessments into their credit risk evaluations. This will 
significantly advance the goal of promoting financial literacy as a na-
tional policy, leading to better financial decision-making and lower 
default rates overall. 

Farmers in China often have financial requirements, income pat-
terns, and risk profiles that are different from those in other occupations. 
So, this research contributes significantly to the literature on risk 
assessment in the agricultural sector. Agriculture is inherently exposed 
to many risks, due to weather-related uncertainty, market volatility, and 
policy shifts. Small farmers in particular are especially susceptible to 
financial hardship and credit default as a result of these variables. Thus, 
understanding the connection between financial literacy and credit 
default offers valuable insights into ways to mitigate this vulnerability. 

Our paper establishes a direct correlation between financial literacy 
and credit default by farmers, with substantial policy implications for 
agricultural finance. Policy makers and agricultural lending institutions 
can leverage these findings to tailor financial education initiatives and 
lending practices to better cater to the particular needs of farmers. For 
example, governments, financial institutions, and agricultural organi-
zations can use these findings as a basis for expanding and justifying 
financial education programs aimed at farmers. These programs should 
be targeted at enhancing financial literacy, crafting and providing 
financial products that align with the varying levels of financial literacy 
by farmers while managing the associated risks. 

Although this study offers valuable insights into the role of financial 
literacy in predicting loan default by farmers, it has some limitations. 
Future research could address these limitations, yielding more robust 
and more widely applicable insights into the relationship between 
financial literacy and credit default prediction. First, the data used come 
from a single rural commercial bank in China, potentially limiting the 
generalizability of our findings to other regions or countries. Future 
research could benefit from collecting data from more diverse financial 
institutions to enhance the applicability of the results. Second, the 
financial literacy variables rely on self-reported survey responses, which 
can introduce measurement bias. Third, although the hybrid k-means 
and Adaboost model used in this study is effective, there is room for 
improvement. Subsequent research could also explore optimizing model 
parameters, using different clustering or ensemble methods, and incor-
porating more advanced machine-learning techniques, such as deep 
learning and neural networks, to enhance predictive performance and 
model interpretability. 
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